Optimizing Existing
Wind Towers
As a relatively young industry, wind can
benefit from the knowledge gained in
older, more-established markets such as
telecommunications, especially in the area of
tower optimization.
By Tom Warchol
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As the telecommunication industry matures, many existing towers are being structurally optimized to improve their load carrying
potential for additional antennas. Public opposition and zoning restrictions have limited
the number of towers that can be built, forcing tower owners and carriers to collocate new
antennas on existing structures. Towers that
were originally designed for one set of antennas are frequently being structurally upgraded
to handle additional microwave dishes, radios,
and other equipment to increase coverage
to the growing population that uses cellular
technology. Collocating this equipment significantly improves the revenue potential for
the tower owner, providing further incentive
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to structurally modify a tower to handle new
loadings. In certain environments towers are
also susceptible to corrosion fatigue, which
lowers the structural capacity and oftentimes
creates safety concerns. Tower reinforcing options also exist to remedy corrosion and reinstate the structural integrity of the tower. To
further optimize the towers’ value, owners
also have the option of extending the tower
height to improve cell coverage and increase
the vertical real estate available for lease. This
approach is very attractive to tower owners as
an alternative to building a new site.
Just as the telecommunication industry
has adopted these optimization practices, the
wind tower industry is also facing similar chal-

lenges as the need to place larger turbines on
existing structures surfaces and the towers
degrade.
Structural Modifications
To modify a structure to carry additional
loading or remedy a corrosion issue, many
owners are reinforcing their towers with bolton structural steel members, welded reinforcements, clamp-on sleeves, or carbon fiber
reinforcing. The added strength provided by
the reinforcing enables the tower to support
heavier loading or offset material losses from
corrosion. Strengthening a structure can be
challenging from design, fabrication, and installation standpoints:

Fig. 1: From top: a turbine monopole, a cellular
monopole, a wind self-supporting tower (left), and a
cellular guyed tower.
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Fig. 2: A reinforced monopole with blind bolted, Pole Max structural
channel.

• D esign—Reinforcing challenges include accounting for correct tensile and buckling capacities in the proposed members,
developing the loads in the end connections, and utilizing
connections that can adequately transfer loads between the
reinforcing elements and tower. Selection of proper reinforc-
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Fig. 3: From left: Flange to flange, stilted, and mouse hole
connections.

ing elements to expedite the installation and decrease
equipment downtime is critical.
•F
 abrication—Strict QA/QC procedures must be in
place with the fabricator to ensure all products are
fabricated to the correct design requirements. Galvanizing or other surface protection must be used to prevent long-term corrosion in the upgrade components.
•F
 ield Constructability—Installing reinforcing elements
in the field requires a competent climbing crew and
strict attention to safety and quality. The reinforcing
design and connection details contribute to the constructability, with bolted and adhered solutions preferred over welding to eliminate onsite fire hazards
and quality control concerns. Welding may also damage galvanizing on interior pole surfaces in a way that
is challenging to access and repair, accelerating future
corrosion.
Reinforcing Types
Towers can be classified into three different categories:
monopoles, self-supporting towers, and guyed towers.
Monopoles are generally used for cell sites located in
urban areas and large wind turbines. The steel tubular
structures are typically fabricated using customized geometry and high strength steel plate not readily available
for aftermarket modifications. Common reinforcing syswindsystemsmag.com
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tems for monopoles include both bolted and welded structural
steel members connected to the exterior of the pole shaft. Flat
plate, bent plate, and structural channels are common choices,
with structural channel providing the best value due to higher
structural efficiency than flat plat. Pole-MaxTM, a monopole
reinforcing product line manufactured by Aero Solutions, is a
high strength channel widely used in the telecom market for
this purpose. The high strength, galvanized steel channels are
bolted to the monopole shaft wall with shear transferring blind
bolts. The high capacity blind bolts transfer shear from the reinforcing plates into the pole wall and develop the full load carrying capacity of the upgrade in the end connections. The blind
bolts are installed from the outside of the structure and do not
require access to the inside to facilitate installation. The bolted
connections are recommended to minimize damage to the pole
and reduce the risk of fire. Once installed the steel channels

can provide a significant improvement in pole capacity,
enabling the tower owner to
install additional loading or
compensate for wall loss as a
result of corrosion.
Self-supporting and guyed
towers are lattice structures
typically fabricated of solid
round, tubular, or angular
steel members. Self-supporting and guyed structures are
more commonly used for small
to medium wind applications,
while it is uncommon to find
these structures used in large
wind applications. The towers
have far more structural components than a monopole and
require a different approach
for reinforcing. Depending
on the geometry of the tower,
a bolted steel solution can
be used to reinforce overstressed members, or carbon
fiber composites to provide
additional strength. Both solutions provide a safe alternative to welding.
Tower Extensions
Extensions enable owners to
increase the revenue potential
of their site while also preventing carriers from building
a new tower. Extensions have
become very popular in the
telecom industry, specifically
in densely populated areas
where land is limited and permitting and zoning requirements are strict. To extend a
tower the owner will be required to determine whether
or not the structural capacity
will allow for the new loading
without requiring an upgrade.
In some cases the addition of
an extension will overstress
the tower, requiring the owner
to not only install the extension but also install a tower
modification.
Extension designs exist for
all three types of structures
and can be developed to limit
the equipment downtime and
minimize the resultant loading on the existing structure.
Extensions for guyed and selfsupporting towers generally
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Case Studies

Utility/Communication Tower
Tower Owner: AAT Communications

Cellular Monopole with Extension
and Reinforcement, Communication
Tower

Location: Hoover Dam, Nevada

Tower Owner: Crown Castle

Structure Type: 265’, four-sided self supporting tower

Project Summary: To improve cell
coverage at this location, a cell carrier contacted AAT Communications with a request
to collocate an additional 18 panel antennas at 212ft and an additional 12 antennas at
245ft. AAT Communications evaluated the
structure with proposed loading and determined the tower was structurally insufficient
for the new antennas. AAT contacted Aero
Solutions to develop a turnkey solution
using non-welded reinforcing elements to
bring the tower into compliance with the
new antenna loading. Due to heightened
site restrictions and increased security, a
limited construction window was granted
that required an expedient installation with
minimal carrier disruption. An engineered,
bolt-on solution was developed to reinforce the tower at elevations of 0-50ft, 143ft,
183ft, 199ft, and 213ft. Once installed the
tower overstress ratios were lowered to
below 100 percent.

Location: Williams, Pennsylvania
Structure Type: 120ft polygonal, steel
monopole

Project Summary: This monopole was
extended by 10ft to enable a new cell
carrier to obtain coverage throughout the
Williams area. Twelve new panel antennas
were installed onto the steel extension at
a height of 129ft. Due to the new wind area
of the 12 antennas, the lower sections of the
monopole also required reinforcement using the Pole-Max channels. Bolted channels
were installed symmetrically around the
pole from 0-20ft and again from 42-62ft.

Aero Solutions, LLC
www.aerosolutionsllc.com

Manufactured
Anchor Bolts
To Meet Your
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SHUTTLELIFT

MODEL SL300

INDUSTRIAL MOBILE

GANTRY CRANE

EQUIPPED AS FOLLOWS

– Rated at 300 ton (600,000 lbs) capacity
– Inside Clear Width of 48’0”
– Inside Clear Height of 40’0”
– Wheel Base of 41’6”
STANDARD FEATURES
– 90 Degree pivot steering
– Travel warning strobes and alarms
– Emergency shutdowns at each corner
– Four wheel, 2 corner drive
– Heavy duty structure with pivot trunnion
– Powder coated carbon steel hydraulic lines
– High visibilty orange and white paint
ENGINE
– John Deere 6068TF275 diesel engine
– 150 jp @ 2200 rpms
– Less than 750 hours
ELECTRICAL
– 12 Volt Electrical system
– Two 90 amp batteries
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
– Two multiple section, gear hydraulic pumps
– multi-section direct acting
– 2500 psi main relief and 1800 psi steering relief
– Hydraulic oil cooler and full flow filtration
– Low mounted easy access hydraulic compartment
– Quick connect hydraulic pressure check points
DRIVE SYSTEM
– Hydraulic motor, chain driven
– Unloaded maximum speed is 60 fpm
– Gradeability is 6.0% with full load. This depends on the
surface conditions
TIRES
– 29.5-R35, 40 PR radials
– Inflation-116 psi
HOIST
– Six independent, proportional hoist design. Includes mechanical anti-two block and automatic load equalization
– Hoist speed of 6 fpm no load, 2.7 fpm fully loaded
– Wire Rope, 3/4” 6 x 19 XXIPS, IWRC, galvanized
– Low-Mounted large diameter grooved hoist drums
CAB
– Low, rear mounted cab with fire extinguisher

Schmidt

1.1M

PRICE

Contact

Warren

serious offers considered

720-494-8153
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require a new tower section to be fabricated with a face width matching the existing
tower. Common designs for monopoles
extensions include the following:
• F lange to Flange Connection—A design
typically requiring a new top flange to be
installed on the existing structure to accept the proposed extension. The tower
flange can be welded to the structure or
connected with bolted brackets.
• Stilted Adapter—A design using bolted,
high strength channels to extend the
height of the structure.
• Mouse Hole Adapter—A variation of the
flanged connection, using “mouse holes”
in the new extension to bridge over existing equipment.
Relevance to Wind
As owners in the telecom industry continue to optimize their tower infrastructure,
a need is evolving in the wind industry
to maximize the revenue potential of existing wind turbines and ensure the continued operation of structures located in
corrosive environments. The issues and
opportunities faced by the cell industry
over the past decade will likely be shared
by the wind industry as the quantity of
turbines continues to grow throughout
the U.S. Steel corrosion, weld fatigue, and
other long-term structural degradation
will require owners to continually inspect
their towers and be prepared for potential
modifications.
Extending existing wind towers will enable owners to place larger, more-efficient
turbines on preexisting structures. As wind
turbine technology evolves, wind turbine
owners can allow their tower portfolios to
evolve in tandem by extending the structures when needed to allow for larger turbine loading and blade spans.
Note: The author is a member of the U.S.
Wind Energy Structures Group, which is a
recently formed consortium of the ASCE
Wind Structures Committee, National
Renewable Energy Lab, and the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA).
Aero Solutions is also represented on the
TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association) TR14.7 committee, a group that
focuses on standards for telecommunication towers.

